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Description

[0001] The invention relates to an output stage com-
prising a first and a second supply terminal for receiving
a supply voltage; a pre-drive circuit coupled to an input
terminal for receiving an input signal, the pre-drive cir-
cuit comprising a series transistor with a control elec-
trode for receiving a control voltage for controlling a
maximum current from an output of the pre-drive circuit,
and a capacitor for retaining the control voltage that is
permanently coupled between the control electrode and
the first supply terminal; an output-drive circuit for deliv-
ering an output signal at an output terminal in response
to the input signal; and a control circuit for delivering the
control voltage.
[0002] Such an output stage is known from US Patent
4,972,101. In this known output stage the maximum cur-
rent which can be drawn from the output of the pre-drive
circuit is limited and as a consequence the rate of
change of the output signal is limited as well. This is
done to limit the rate of change of current through the
first supply terminal and thus also limit the rate of change
of current through the output terminal (when a load is
coupled with the output terminal). The limitation of the
rate of change through the first supply terminal and/or
the output terminal is needed to reduce parasitic voltage
spikes at the first supply terminal and/or at the output
terminal caused by parasitic inductances in series with
the first supply terminal and/or in series with the output
terminal. In the known output stage the control circuit
comprises a dummy output stage and a buffer stage.
The dummy output stage supplies, via the buffer stage,
the control voltage. Especially when applied in an inte-
grated circuit the addition of the dummy output stage is
by itself disadvantageous because of the relatively large
amount of extra chip-area needed. In the aforemen-
tioned patent the dummy output stage is provided with
several capacitors. Also these capacitors increase the
needed chip-area. Further the presence of the buffer
stage also increases the needed chip-area considera-
bly. A further drawback of the known output stage is that
the accuracy of the control voltage is dependent on
matching between components in the control circuit and
components in other parts of the output stage.
[0003] It is an object of the invention to provide an im-
proved output stage which eliminates the above men-
tioned drawbacks.
[0004] To this end, according to the invention, the out-
put stage of the type defined in the opening paragraph
is characterized in that the control circuit is coupled be-
tween the output terminal and the control electrode, and
that the control circuit is permanently coupled to the ca-
pacitor. With this it is accomplished that the control volt-
age is dependent on the rate of change of the output
signal. In fact the slew rate of the output signal is cali-
brated by the output stage itself. An advantage of this is
that no accurate matching of components is required be-
tween components in the control circuit and compo-

nents in other parts of the output stage.
[0005] An embodiment of an output stage according
to the invention may be characterized in that the control
circuit CC comprises level detecting means LDMNS for
delivering at least one digital signal dependent on a level
of the output signal. The digital level is used to determine
whether the control voltage must be adapted or not.
[0006] Another embodiment of an output stage ac-
cording to the invention may be characterized in that the
output stage comprises means for delivering a clock sig-
nal during a first clock edge of the clock signal; and in
that the control circuit comprises means for adapting the
control voltage in dependency of the at least one digital
signal, the adapting of the control voltage being trig-
gered by the first or a second clock edge of the clock
signal. By doing so the control voltage is adapted in a
synchronized way in respect of the input signal. This
makes it more easy to adapt the control voltage in a
proper way.
[0007] Yet another embodiment of an output stage ac-
cording to the invention may be characterized in that the
pre-drive circuit comprises means for discharging or
charging the capacitor. By this a leakage path for the
capacitor is provided so that under DC conditions the
capacitor is fully discharged (or charged), and the series
transistor is fully turned on. With this the output stage
has a fail safe mode of operation in that the natural ten-
dency of the slew rate of the output signal is maximal.
By this the output stage always starts with a maximal
slew rate of the output signal just after the start-up of
the output stage. With this a valid output signal can be
generated at the output terminal as soon as possible.
After the end of the start-up of the output stage the con-
trol voltage will be adapted in order to reduce the slew
rate of the output signal and thereby reducing the para-
sitic voltage spikes at the first supply terminal and/or at
the output terminal. If for some reason the control volt-
age is adapted too much (overcompensation) during
normal operation, that is to say not during the start-up
of the output stage, then over time the leakage path will
pull back the control voltage to its correct value.
[0008] A further embodiment of an output stage ac-
cording to the invention may be characterized in that the
output stage comprises evaluation means for delivering
a digital evaluation signal for avoiding the control volt-
age being adapted when the input signal has not
changed during a next clock cycle of the clock signal.
With this an undesirable change of the control voltage
is avoided.
[0009] The invention will be described in more detail
with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a circuit diagram of an embodiment of
an output stage in accordance with the invention;
and
Figures 2, 3 and 4 are sets of diagrams showing
signals in order to better explain the output stage
shown in Figure 1.
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[0010] In these Figures parts or elements having like
functions or purposes bear the same reference sym-
bols.
[0011] Figure 1 is a circuit diagram of an embodiment
of an output stage in accordance with the invention. The
output stage comprises an input terminal IP for receiving
an input signal Vi and an output terminal OP for deliver-
ing an output signal Vo. A supply voltage SV is connect-
ed between a first supply terminal 1 and a second supply
terminal 2. A load, implemented with a load capacitor
CL, is connected between the output terminal OP and
the first supply terminal 1. A parasitic inductance Lp is
shown in series with the load capacitor CL. The parasitic
inductance Lp will cause relatively large voltage spikes
at the output terminal OP if the slew rate of the output
signal Vo is relatively large. Like the parasitic inductance
Lp in series with the output terminal OP also other par-
asitic inductances in series with the first supply terminal
1 or the second supply terminal 2 can cause relatively
large voltage spikes at the first supply terminal 1 and the
second supply terminal 2, respectively. By way of exam-
ple the invention only describes the reduction of the volt-
age spikes at the output terminal OP due by the parasitic
inductance Lp, but the invention also reduces the volt-
age spikes at the first and the second supply terminals
1,2 in a similar way.
[0012] The output stage further comprises an output
drive circuit ODS, a pre-drive circuit PDS, a further pre-
drive circuit PDSA, a control circuit CC, evaluation
means EVMNS, and means CLKMNS for delivering a
clock signal VCLK at a clock terminal CLK. The input sig-
nal Vi is a clocked signal. This is indicated by the dashed
arrow DRRW.
[0013] The output drive circuit ODS comprises a field
effect transistor T0 and a further field effect transistor
T0A. The first field effect transistor T0 comprises a gate
GN, a source connected to the first supply terminal 1,
and a drain connected to the output terminal OP; and
the further field effect transistor T0A comprises a gate
GP, a source connected to the second supply terminal
2, and a drain connected to the output terminal OP.
[0014] The pre-drive circuit PDS is connected via an
output PDSOUT to the gate GN of the field effect transis-
tor T0, and with a input PDSIN to the input terminal IP.
The pre-drive circuit PDS comprises first, second, third,
fourth, and fifth transistors Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5; a series
transistor TS; and a capacitor C. The first and second
transistors Q1, Q2 both have an input electrode connect-
ed to each other, in that way constituting the input
PDS1N of the pre-drive circuit PDS. The first and second
transistors Q1, Q2 both have a first main electrode con-
nected to each other, in that way constituting the output
PDSOUT of the pre-drive circuit PDS. A second main
electrode of the first transistor Q1 is connected to the
first supply terminal 1. The series transistor TS compris-
es a control electrode TSg, and a main current path cou-
pled between the second supply terminal 2 and a sec-
ond main electrode of the second transistor Q2. The ca-

pacitor C is connected between the control electrode
TSg and the first supply terminal 1. The third transistor
Q3 has an input electrode, a first main electrode con-
nected to the control electrode TSg, and a second main
electrode. The fourth transistor Q4 is arranged as a di-
ode configuration between the second supply terminal
2 and the second main electrode of the third transistor
Q3. The fifth transistor Q5 is arranged, as means for dis-
charging the capacitor C, between the control electrode
TSg and the first supply terminal 1. Though not exclud-
ed, the fifth transistor Q5 is generally not implemented
as a diode configuration because a diode configuration
would discharge the capacitor C too rapid. More appro-
priate is that the fifth transistor Q5 is, for instance, im-
plemented with a bipolar transistor (but a field effect
transistor can also be applied) with its base and emitter
both connected to the first supply terminal 1, and its col-
lector connected to the control electrode TSg. However
any high ohmic impedance across the capacitor C can
serve as means for discharging the capacitor C.
[0015] The further pre-drive circuit PDSA is connected
via an output PDSOUT to the gate GP of the further field
effect transistor T0A, and with a input PDSINA to the input
terminal IP. The further pre-drive circuit PDSA comprises
sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth transistors Q1A,
Q2A' Q3A' Q4A, Q5A; a further series transistor TSA; and
a further capacitor CA. The sixth and seventh transistors
Q1A, Q2A both have an input electrode connected to
each other, in that way constituting the input PDSINA of
the further pre-drive circuit PDSA. The sixth and seventh
transistors Q1A' Q2A both have a first main electrode
connected to each other, in that way constituting the out-
put PDSOUTA of the further pre-drive circuit PDSA. A sec-
ond main electrode of the first transistor Q1A is connect-
ed to the second supply terminal 2. The series transistor
TSA comprises a further control electrode TSgA, and a
main current path coupled between a second main elec-
trode of the second transistor Q2 and the first supply ter-
minal 1. The further capacitor CA is connected between
the control electrode TSgA and the first supply terminal
1. The eighth transistor Q3A has an input electrode, a
first main electrode connected to the further control elec-
trode TSgA, and a second main electrode. The ninth
transistor Q4A is arranged as a diode configuration be-
tween the second main electrode of the eighth transistor
Q3A and the first supply terminal 1. The tenth transistor
Q5A is arranged, for instance in the same way as the
fifth transistor Q5, as further means for discharging the
further capacitor CA, between the second supply termi-
nal 2 and the further control electrode TSgA.
[0016] It is to be noticed that the third, fourth, and fifth
transistors Q3, Q4, Q5 form a common part of the pre-
drive circuit PDS and the control circuit CC.
[0017] The control circuit CC further comprises
means LDMNS for delivering at least one digital signal
having a digital level dependent on a level of the output
signal Vo. The means LDMNS comprises a first compa-
rator CMP1 and a second comparator CMP2. All kind of
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comparators, such as inverter stages, can be used for
the first and second comparators CMP1, CMP2. An input
of the first comparator CMP1 is connected to the output
terminal OP, an output of the first comparator CMP1 is
connected to a first control terminal ABV95. An input of
the second comparator CMP2 is connected to the output
terminal OP, an output of the second comparator CMP2
is connected to a second control terminal ABV05. The
comparator CMP1 is dimensioned in such a way that
when the level of the output signal Vo exceeds a high
reference level RFH, for example 95 % of the supply volt-
age SV, the signal at the first control terminal ABV95 will
become logic "high". Analogous to comparator CMP1,
comparator CMP2 is dimensioned in such a way that
when the level of the output signal Vo exceeds a low
reference level RFL, for example 5% of the supply volt-
age SV, the signal at the second control terminal ABV05
will become logic "high". The control circuit CC also
comprises a logic and-gate AND with a first, a second,
a third and, a fourth input, and an output connected to
a third control terminal SLP; and a logic or-gate OR with
a first, a second, a third and a fourth input, and an output
connected to a fourth control terminal SLN; a first invert-
er IV1 with an input and an output; and a second inverter
IV2 with an input and an output.
[0018] The evaluation means EVMNS comprises a
flip-flop FF with a data input DFF which is connected to
the input terminal IP, a clock input CLKFF connected to
the clock terminal CLK, and an output QFF; and an ex-
clusive or-gate E with a first input A1 connected to the
input terminal IP, a second input A2 connected to the
output QFF of the flip-flop FF, and an output QE connect-
ed to the first input of the and-gate AND, and connected
to the input of the second inverter IV2.
[0019] The second input of the and-gate AND, and the
fourth input of the or-gate OR are connected to the input
terminal IP. The second input of the or-gate OR, and the
input of the first inverter IV1 are connected to the clock
terminal CLK. The output of the first inverter IV1 is con-
nected to the fourth input of the and-gate AND. The third
input of the and-gate AND is connected to the first con-
trol terminal ABV95. The third input of the or-gate OR is
connected to the second control terminal ABV05. The
output of the second inverter IV2 is connected to the first
input of the or-gate OR. The input electrode of the third
transistor Q3 is connected to the fourth control terminal
SLN. The input electrode of the eight transistor Q3A is
connected to the third control terminal SLP.
[0020] In Figure 2 diagrams I, II, III, IV and V represent
respectively the clock signal VCLK, the input signal Vi,
the output signal Vo, a first slew rate control signal VSLP
at the third control terminal SLP, and a second slew rate
control signal VSLN at the fourth control terminal SLN.
[0021] The operation of the field effect transistor T0
and the further field effect transistor T0A are
complementary that is to say that when the output signal
Vo changes from logic "high" to logic "low" the field effect
transistor T0 will be conducting whereas the further field

effect transistor T0A will be non-conducting. The reverse
will happen when the output signal Vo changes from
logic "low" to logic "high". The elements of the following
pairs have a mutual similar operation:
T0/T0A, GN/GP, PDS/PDSA, PDSIN/PDSINA, PDSOUT/
PDSOUTA,
C/CA, TS/TSA, TSg/TSgA, Q1/Q1A, Q2/Q2A, Q3/Q3A, Q4/
Q4A,
Q5/Q5A, VSLN/VSLP, SDWN/SUP, WN/WP, RFL/RFH,
Vcntrl/VcntrlA.
[0022] The operation of the output stage is as follows.
To begin with assume that the input signal Vi changes
every time when the clock signal VCLK changes from a
logic "low" to a logic "high" level as indicated in Figure
2. As a consequence, as will be explained later, an eval-
uation signal EVS (see Figure 3) at the output QE of the
exclusive or-gate E is logic "high". Because the pre-
drive circuit PDS is an inverting amplifier, the signal at
the output PDSOUT of the pre-driver circuit PDS has an
opposite phase with respect to the input signal Vi. How-
ever since the output drive circuit ODS is also an invert-
ing amplifier the output signal Vo has the same phase
with respect to the input signal Vi. Thus in the time in-
terval t0-t1 the output signal Vo changes from logic "low"
to logic "high". The up going slopes of the output signal
Vo are indicated by SUP (for instance in the time interval
t0-t1). The down going slopes of the output signal Vo are
indicated by SDWN (for instance in the time interval t3-
t4). Let us (for the time being) leave out of consideration
the down going slopes SDWN, the second slew rate con-
trol signal VSLN, and a control voltage Vcntrl across the
capacitor C because they have similar functions as the
up going slopes SUP, the first slew rate control signal
VSLP, and a further control voltage VcntrlA across the fur-
ther capacitor CA, respectively. The up going slope SUP
is considered to be too steep in the time interval t0-t1
and must thus be reduced in order to reduce parasitic
voltage spikes at the output terminal OP caused by the
parasitic inductance Lp in series with the output terminal
OP. This is done by adapting the further control voltage
VcntrlA during a certain time interval when the clock sig-
nal VCLK is logic "low". The first slew rate control signal
VSLP is only logic "high" when the level of the output sig-
nal Vo is higher than the high reference level RFH and
when the clock signal VCLK is at the same time logic
"low". At time t2 the clock signal VCLK becomes logic
"low" and since the level of the output signal Vo is al-
ready higher than the high reference level RFH, the first
slew rate control signal VSLP becomes logic "high". The
first slew rate control signal VSLP stays logic "high" up
to time t3 because then the clock signal VCLK becomes
logic "high" again. The pulse width WP of the first slew
rate control signal VSLP is defined as the duration of time
in which the first slew rate control signal VSLP is logic
"high". Since during the time interval t2-t3 the first slew
rate control signal VSLP, at the third control terminal SLP,
is logic "high" the eighth transistor Q3A is conducting. As
a consequence the further, capacitor CA is, partly, dis-
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charged via the eighth transistor Q3A and the ninth tran-
sistor Q4A. By this the further control voltage VcntrlA
across the further capacitor CA is reduced and as a con-
sequence the transconductance of the further series
transistor TSA is reduced as well. By this a maximum
current at the output PDSOUTA of the further pre-drive
circuit PDSA is reduced. As a consequence the gate-
source capacitance of the further field effect transistor
T0A will be charged less rapidly when the output signal
Vo has to change from logic "low" to logic "high" again.
For this reason the up going slope SUP in the time inter-
val t6-t8 is less steep than in the time interval t0-t1. There-
fore when the clock signal VCLK changes from logic
"high" to logic "low" at time t7 the first slew rate control
signal VSLP does not yet change from logic "low" to logic
"high" because at time t7 the level of the output signal
Vo is still lower than the high reference level RFH. At
time t8 the level of the output signal Vo is equal to the
high reference level RFH. The first slew rate control sig-
nal VSLP becomes logic "high" and stays logic "high" up
to time t9 because then the clock signal VCLK becomes
logic "high" again. So because the up going slope SUP
is less steep in the time interval t6-t8, in respect to the
time interval t0-t1, the pulse width WP in the interval t8-
t9 is smaller than it was the case in the time interval t2-
t3. Analogous to the case in the time interval t2-t3 the
maximum current at the output PDSOUTA of the further
pre-drive circuit PDSA is further reduced. The amount
of further reduction of the maximum current at the output
PDSOUTA is however less than the reduction earlier in
the time interval t2-t3 because of the fact that the pulse
width WP in the interval t8-t9 is smaller than it was the
case in the time interval t2-t3. The up going slope SUP
in the time interval t11-t12 is less steep than in the time
interval t6-t8. The level of the output signal Vo equals the
high reference level RFH at time t12. However at time t12
the clock signal VCLK changes from logic "low" to logic
"high". For this reason the first slew rate control signal
VSLP keeps logic "low". The slope SUP has reached the
desired steepness and the first slew rate control signal
VSLP will, in principle, stays logic "low".
[0023] . In Figure 3 diagrams I, II, III, IV, V, VI, and VII
represent respectively the clock signal VCLK, the input
signal Vi, the output signal Vo, the first slew rate control
signal VSLP' a delayed input signal ViDLD, the evaluation
signal EVS, and an adapted first slew rate control signal
VSLPa at the third control terminal SLP.
[0024] Until now it has been assumed that the input
signal Vi changes every time when the clock signal VCLK
changes from a logic "low" to a logic "high" level. In prac-
tice this is rarely the case. It often happens that the input
signal Vi, and as a consequence the output signal Vo as
well, does not change for a couple of clock cycles. At
time T0 both the clock signal VCLK and the input signal
Vi change from logic "low" to logic "high". This causes
the output signal Vo to change, gradually, from logic
"low" to logic "high". In the time interval T1-T2 the first
slew rate control signal VSLP is logic "high", which is in

accordance with the time interval t8-t9 as shown in Fig-
ure 2. At time T3 the first slew rate control signal VSLP
also becomes logic "high" since the clock signal VCLK
becomes logic "low" while the level of the output signal
Vo is already higher than the high reference level RFH.
This is in accordance with time t2 shown in Figure 2.
However the reason that the level of the output signal
Vo is already higher than the high reference level RFH
is not because the up going slope SUP is too steep, as
was the case in the time interval t0-t1 as shown in Figure
2, but because the output signal Vo did not change at
time T2. Therefore the "high" logic value of the first slew
rate control signal VSLP in the interval T3-T4, which is
shown shaded in Figure 3, is false. For this reason the
first slew rate control signal VSLP must be replaced by
the adapted first slew rate control signal VSLPa. This is
done with the aid of the evaluation signal EVS. The eval-
uation signal EVS evaluates the first slew rate control
signal VSLP. When the evaluation signal EVS is logic
"high" the adapted first slew rate control signal VSLPa is
equal to the first slew rate control signal VSLP, otherwise
the first slew rate control signal VSLPa is logic "low". In
order to accomplish this the delayed input signal ViDLD
at the output QFF of the flip-flop FF, and thus at the sec-
ond input A2 of the exclusive or-gate E is compared with
the input signal Vi at the first input A1 of the exclusive
or-gate E. This results in the evaluation signal EVS at
the output QE of the exclusive or-gate E.
[0025] It is to be noticed that the output stage as de-
scribed so far attempts to control the up going slope SUP
and the down going slope SDWN so that the level of the
output signal Vo just reaches the logic "high" or logic
"low" level at the end of the clock cycle. This may not
be "safe" enough for some applications. A slight modi-
fication to the control circuit CC allows the up going
slope SUP and the down going slope SDWN to be con-
trolled so that the level of the output signal Vo just reach-
es the logic "high" or logic "low" level at the end of half
a clock cycle. The level of the output signal Vo will there-
fore easily reach a valid logic "high" or logic "low" level
by the end of the clock cycle. This solution also simplifies
the dimensioning of the first and the second compara-
tors CMP1, CMP2. The modification is as follows: the
fourth input of the logic and-gate AND must be connect-
ed to the input of the first inverter IV1 instead of to the
output of the first inverter IV1; and the second input of
the logic or-gate OR must be connected to the output of
the first inverter IV1 instead of to the input of the first
inverter IV1.
[0026] In Figure 4 the effect of the above mentioned
modification is shown. Figure 4 should be compared
with Figure 2. The main difference is that the first slew
rate control signal VSLP is only logic "high" when the lev-
el of the output signal Vo is higher than the high refer-
ence level RFH and when the clock signal VCLK is at the
same time logic "high" (in stead of logic "low" as in the
case shown in Figure 2).
[0027] The capacitor C may also be connected be-
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tween the control electrode TSg and the second supply
terminal 2 (in stead of the first supply terminal 1). This
also holds for the further capacitor CA. If appropriate,
instead of discharging the capacitor (C, CA) also charg-
ing the capacitor (C, CA) may be interpreted. The tran-
sistors may be implemented by all kind of transistors.
Also the logic gates of the control circuit CC and the
evaluation means EVMNS may be implemented differ-
ently. In stead of the capacitive load CL connected. be-
tween the output terminal OP and the first supply termi-
nal 1 any kind of load may be coupled between the out-
put terminal OP and the first supply terminal 1 and/or
between the output terminal OP and the second supply
terminal 2. The output stage can be constructed as an
integrated circuit or also by means of discrete compo-
nents.

Claims

1. An output stage comprising a first (1) and a second
(2) supply terminal for receiving a supply voltage
(SV); a pre-drive circuit (PDS) coupled to an input
terminal (IP) for receiving an input signal (Vi), the
pre-drive circuit (PDS) comprising a series
transistor (TS) with a control electrode (TSg) for
receiving a control voltage (Vcntrl) for controlling a
maximum current from an output (PDSOUT) of the
pre-drive circuit (PDS), and a capacitor (C) for
retaining the control voltage (Vcntrl) that is
permanently coupled between the control electrode
(TSg) and the first (1) supply terminal; an output-
drive circuit (ODS) for delivering an output signal
(Vo) at an output terminal (OP) in response to the
input signal (Vi); and a control circuit (CC) for
delivering the control voltage (Vcntrl), characterized
in that the control circuit (CC) is coupled between
the output terminal (OP) and the control electrode
(TSg), and that the control circuit (CC) is
permanently coupled to the capacitor (C).

2. An output stage as claimed in Claim 1, character-
ized in that the control circuit (CC) comprises level
detecting means (LDMNS) for delivering at least
one digital signal dependent on a level of the output
signal (Vo).

3. An output stage as claimed in Claim 2, character-
ized in that the output stage comprises means
(CLKMNS) for delivering a clock signal (VCLK) dur-
ing a first clock edge of the clock signal (VCLK); and
in that the control circuit (CC) comprises means
(Q3,Q4) for adapting the control voltage (Vcntrl) in
dependency of the at least one digital signal, the
adapting of the control voltage (Vcntrl) being trig-
gered by the first or a second clock edge of the clock
signal (VCLK).

4. An output stage as claimed in Claim 3, character-
ized in that the pre-drive circuit (PDS) comprises
means (Q5) for discharging or charging the capac-
itor (C).

5. An output stage as claimed in Claim 3 or 4, char-
acterized in that the output stage comprises eval-
uation means (EVMNS) for delivering a digital eval-
uation signal (EVS) for avoiding the control voltage
(Vcntrl) being adapted when the input signal (Vi) has
not changed during a next clock cycle of the clock
signal (VCLK).

6. An output stage as claimed in Claim 5, character-
ized in that the evaluation means (EVMNS) com-
prises a flip-flop (FF) with a data input (DFF) for re-
ceiving the input signal (Vi), a clock input (CLKFF)
for receiving the clock signal (VCLK), and an output
(QFF) for delivering a delayed input signal (ViDLD);
and an exclusive or-gate (E) with a first input (A1)
for receiving the input signal (Vi), a second input
(A2) coupled to the output (QFF) of the flip-flop (FF),
and an output (QE) for delivering the digital evalua-
tion signal (EVS).

Patentansprüche

1. Ausgangsstufe mit einem ersten (1) und einem
zweiten (2) Stromversorgungsanschluss zur
Aufnahme einer Versorgungsspannung (SV),
einem, an einen Eingangsanschluss (IP)
gekoppelten Voransteuerungskreis (PDS) zum
Empfang eines Eingangssignals (Vi), wobei der
Voransteuerungskreis (PDS) einen
Reihentransistor (TS) mit einer Steuerelektrode
(TSg) zur Aufnahme einer Steuerspannung (Vcntrl)
zur Steuerung eines Maximalstroms von einem
Ausgang (PDSOUT) des Voransteuerungskreises
(PDS) und einen Kondensator (C) zur
Aufrechterhaltung der Steuerspannung (Vcntrl)
aufweist, welcher zwischen der Steuerelektrode
(TSg) und dem ersten (1)
Stromversorgungsanschluss permanent geschaltet
ist, einem Ausgangssteuerkreis (ODS) zur Abgabe
eines Ausgangssignals (Vo) an einem
Ausgangsanschluss (OP) in Reaktion auf das
Eingangssignal (Vi) sowie einem Steuerkreis (CC)
zur Abgabe der Steuerspannung (Vcntrl), dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass der Steuerkreis (CC)
zwischen dem Ausgangsanschluss (OP) und der
Steuerelektrode (TSg) geschaltet ist, und dass der
Steuerkreis (CC) mit dem Kondensator (C)
permanent verbunden ist.

2. Ausgangsstufe nach Anspruch 1, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass der Steuerkreis (CC) Pegel
anzeigende Mittel (LDMNS) aufweist, um, in Ab-
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hängigkeit eines Pegels des Ausgangssignals (Vo),
mindestens ein Digitalsignal abzugeben.

3. Ausgangsstufe nach Anspruch 2, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass die Ausgangsstufe Mittel
(CLKMNS) zur Abgabe eines Taktsignals (VCLK)
während einer ersten Taktflanke des Taktsignals
(VCLK) aufweist, und dass der Steuerkreis (CC) Mit-
tel (Q3,Q4) aufweist, um die Steuerspannung (Vcntrl)
in Abhängigkeit des mindestens einen Digitalsi-
gnals anzupassen, wobei die Anpassung der Steu-
erspannung (Vcntrl) durch die erste oder eine zweite
Taktflanke des Taktsignals (VCLK) ausgelöst wird.

4. Ausgangsstufe nach Anspruch 3, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass der Voransteuerungskreis
(PDS) Mittel (Q5) zum Entladen oder Laden des
Kondensators (C) aufweist.

5. Ausgangsstufe nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass die Ausgangsstufe Aus-
wertungsmittel (EVMNS) zur Abgabe eines digita-
len Auswertungssignals (EVS) aufweist, um eine
Anpassung der Steuerspannung (Vcntrl) zu verhin-
dern, wenn sich das Eingangssignal (Vi) während
eines folgenden Taktzyklus des Taktsignals (VCLK)
nicht geändert hat.

6. Ausgangsstufe nach Anspruch 5, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass die Auswertungsmittel
(EVMNS) einen Flipflop (FF) mit einem Datenein-
gang (DFF) zum Empfang des Eingangssignals (Vi),
einem Takteingang (CLKFF) zum Empfang des
Taktsignals (VCLK) und einem Ausgang (QFF) zur
Abgabe eines verzögerten Eingangssignals (ViDLD)
sowie ein Exklusiv-Oder-Gatter (E) mit einem er-
sten Eingang (A1) zum Empfang des Eingangssi-
gnals (Vi), einem, an den Ausgang (QFF) des
Flipflops (FF) gekoppelten, zweiten Eingang (A2)
sowie einem Ausgang (QE) zur Abgabe des digita-
len Auswertungssignals (EVS) aufweisen.

Revendications

1. Etage de sortie comprenant une première (1) et une
seconde (2) bornes d'alimentation pour recevoir
une tension d'alimentation (SV) ; un circuit de pré-
attaque (PDS) relié à une borne d'entrée (IP) pour
recevoir un signal d'entrée (Vi), le circuit de pré-at-
taque (PDS) comprenant un transistor série (TS)
ayant une électrode de commande (TSg) pour re-
cevoir une tension de commande (Vcntrl) pour com-
mander un courant maximum provenant d'une sor-
tie (PDSOUT) du circuit de pré-attaque (PDS), et un
condensateur (C) pour maintenir la tension de com-
mande (Vcntrl) qui est reliée en permanence entre
l'électrode de commande (TSg) et la première (1)

borne d'alimentation ; un circuit d'attaque de sortie
(ODS) pour délivrer un signal de sortie (Vo) sur une
borne de sortie (OP) en réponse au signal d'entrée
Vi ; et un signal de commande (CC) pour délivrer la
tension de commande (Vcntrl), caractérisé en ce
que le circuit de commande (CC) est relié entre la
borne de sortie (OP) et l'électrode de commande
(TSg), et en ce que le circuit de commande (CC)
est relié en permanence au condensateur (C).

2. Étage de sortie selon la revendication 1, caractéri-
sé en ce que le circuit de commande (CC) com-
prend un moyen de détection de niveau (LDMNS)
pour délivrer au moins un signal numérique dépen-
dant d'un niveau du signal de sortie (Vo).

3. Étage de sortie selon la revendication 2, caractéri-
sé en ce que l'étage de sortie comprend un moyen
(CLKMNS) pour délivrer un signal d'horloge (VCLK)
pendant un premier front d'horloge du signal d'hor-
loge (VCLK) ; et en ce que le circuit de commande
(CC) comprend un moyen (Q3, Q4) pour adapter la
tension de commande (Vcntrl) en fonction dudit au
moins un signal numérique, l'adaptation de la ten-
sion de commande (Vcntrt) étant déclenchée par le
premier ou par un second front d'horloge du signal
d'horloge (VCLK).

4. Étage de sortie selon la revendication 3, caractéri-
sé en ce que le circuit de pré-attaque (PDS) com-
prend un moyen (Q5) pour décharger ou charger le
condensateur (C).

5. Étage de sortie selon la revendication 3 ou 4, ca-
ractérisé en ce que l'étage de sortie comprend un
moyen d'évaluation (EVMNS) pour délivrer un si-
gnal numérique d'évaluation (EVS) afin d'éviter que
la tension de commande (Vcntrl) soit adaptée lors-
que le signal d'entrée (Vi) n'a pas changé pendant
un cycle d'horloge suivant du signal d'horloge
(VCLK)·

6. Étage de sortie selon la revendication 5, caractéri-
sé en ce que le moyen d'évaluation (EVMNS) com-
prend une bascule (FF) ayant une entrée de don-
nées (DFF) pour recevoir le signal d'entrée (Vi), une
entrée d'horloge (CLKFF) pour recevoir le signal
d'horloge (VCLK) et une sortie (QFF) pour délivrer un
signal d'entrée retardé (ViDLD) ; et une porte OU ex-
clusif (E) ayant une première entrée (A1) pour rece-
voir le signal d'entrée (Vi), une seconde entrée (A2)
reliée à la sortie (QFF) de la bascule (FF), et une
sortie (QE) pour délivrer le signal numérique d'éva-
luation (EVS).
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